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Oral Argument, loy. Macon County 
Board of F.ducatiTtiind NAACP v.
O'Mace, ?ebruary 3. 19r7-4--- 

the oanels in these cases consisted of JudgpsRives,

Johnson, and Ilittman in NAACP v. '-'allace and Judges Rives,

Johnson, and Grooms in Lee v._ Mftcon County board of 

1pation.  Preliminary to the argu==3ent Judge Rives, who

presided, said that the Court had denied the motions of

state superintendent of education Stone to dismiss in

each case as to him. Hr. Satterfield, representing

Dr. Stone, then requested that the Court firut contiider

a brief which the defendants had prepared on that point,

and Judze Rives aid that if the brief convinced them

that the order should be changed the Court Mould do so.

the Court then considered the Goverment's motion

to suooleoent the record by introducing in evidence an

affidavit giving more nearly correct desegregation

statistics. Mr. Satterfield objected to the introduction
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of the affidavit. on the grounds that the sources for

the 4ffi4►vit *per* hearsay. The Cctirt ;ranted the

motion with the undorstanding that the defendants

can look at the source dexuatents for the affidavit

and may correct the affidavit by affidavit within a

reasonable tine.

Jadle Rives then stated that the Court cannot

decide these cases for a considerable Ala, but that

the cases wilt be decided in time to be effective for

the September 1967 school o'peniog. Judge Rives aaid

that it would be the disposition of the Court to hold

the case awaiting the outcte 	 say In bans :4eariag

that might be held in the Jefferson County case. Re

said that Counsel -Aa,7 file supplementary briefs in

these CAS.* within 15 days of the argument; on request

of Mr. Satterfield the time was extended to 20 deyt.

judge Rives said that sithouzh the Isscane was

the older of the two the issues were clear in the MAT,

case and that aryl:vents in that case aight help clarify

the issues in the lelcaaa, The Court therefore held

argument in /MAC? v. '1A1/4ce first.



Joan Franklin arced for the NAACP. She began

by sayieg that the Plaintiffs pre4ise the unconsti..

tutionality of the Anti-auidelines Act on specific

provisions in that Act. Section I ealls the Guidelinex

unconstitutional.

Judge Rives:

There ix also the issue of whether the Ouidelines

have to be signed by the President. I have done some

reeearch on this and have found that under some types

of statute the ?resident needn't personalty approve

every reguiation but that in other statutes which vest

discretion in the head of the denartment. the President

must sign the regulations. Counsel should brief this

;pint as well as the legislative history of the provisions

requiring presidential approval. Can the ?resident

subdelegate authority to pass rules and regulations? I

will provide Counsel with copies of my law clerk's

memorandum on this 9oint.

Miss Franklim:

The preamble to the Anti.Guideline Act shou.s the

Alabama Legislature says that it is concerned with

racial imbalance and with employment. Out ,ve aren't

dealing with these concepts but instead with an attack



on the deaegregallon ?rocess itself. The Jeffers.

Canty CAS* points out that in southern states "racial

imbalance" hag no meaning.

Judge Rives:

In your briefs develop vhether the distinction

between dsfaand de lure desegrelstion is sound or

' whether this isn't really making one lay , for the North

and another low for the South. I've looked at the

HIoc:x:.er case froa the eastern district of Ner, York in

22 P. Supp. vhich Judedodo'  relies on in the

J94tcrso3 Coyakv case and I ecQdar abetter it is

really authority for the distinction.

Miag Pranktint

1 argued the Baetcsdale case and contended there

that State action was involved.

Judge Rivas:

I'm referring to the Blocker case not to the

Barksdale case. You should she7hardise the Bloe,,,ercsae.

Nion FrAnkain:

State action is involved where racial lines are

rawly drawn. This is similar to, but still different

from, Lille that have racial effect but were not racially

drieln. The technicitma in the Guidelines are desilned



for the South nud are aopropriate for the situation
there. KW is entitled to treat the different situations
in the• different sorts of t country in different
raanners. There ie a contractual relationship between
itift, and the local boards and no one has the ri3ht to
arbitrarily interfere tvith that relationship. 12:A'oon 

24,...talar.Wlekis an authority for that nro?osition.

So is Louisianacns.._z"ouxxl-rofCitofNew
rl„eans„, ..hich holds that once a local authority haa

made a contract it must have the po.Ter to continue

:ler-forming it.
The Alabama law strikes directly at the Vegrn

mil. vho are third ?arty beneficiaries of this
*entreat. They therefore have standing. The  Nalim

also has standing. 	 tab	 'a a suit to
vindicate the rights of the faebers of the MAC? and ao

is this.'me :Ws:an ewe in 112 F.2nd also supports
our standing. So does Sral., 356 P. 2nd
770 in which the Court upheld the standinig of a teachers
association to sue to desegrel;ate not only the faculty

but alb* the schools themselves. rhe Court held that
the association could assert the rights of pupils.



Carter v, pihnstou at 256 F. 2nd 962 in a suit in

which the Court ulhald the right of the Mississippi

Freedom Dazocratic ?arty to challenge the apportionment

of the Mississip-pi Legislature, Miss ?ranklin concluded

her argument by saying that the provisions in Hp-446

referring to racial iabalance and eaployment had a

clear Gleaning in Light of the lack of desere!,,ation

in Alabaim.

Mr. Barrett then argued on behalf of the United

States.

Mr. Barrett*

The United States seeks a declaration that Alabama

Act 252 (u..446) is unconstitutional. The defendants'

cross claim asserts the validity of the Guidelines.

The Government agrees that won v. 3n suer 'garish

supports the plaintiffs • standing. In addition, there

can be no question of the interest of the United States

in this case. The United States is a contracting party

to the 44lB; it is also the enforcer of Title VI.
Act 252 must fall. It is more than an expression

of legal ooission or a nullification resolution. it is

instead, a statute. passed by both houses of the



Legislature and signed by the governor of the state,

declaring contract relationships under Title VI

invalid. It directs citizens of Alsbana to ignore

tioiu  under Title Vi and to ignore assurances

executed pursuant thereto. Act 252 must fall under

the surxemAcy clause as contrary to federal law and

policy. We know of no other case exactly like this.

The State is powerless to act in this fashion. The

State cannot arrogate from the courts the right to

rule on the validity of federal laws. The State

having attempted to do so, there is a case or

controversy.

The Ouidelines are valid. Section 601 declares

a national policy And Section 602 requires the adminis-

trators of the hundreds of federal programs to effectuate

the purposes of Section 601 by adopting regulations of

general applicability to be approved by the President.

odopted such regulations and the President at/proved

them. These regulations apply to some 95 programa

aduiniatered by the various ports of HZ".

Judge Rives:

Do you claim the Commissioner can adopt rules

of general application without Presidential approval?
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Mr. Barrett:

Yes. The Commissioner can adop t rues ©f general

application for running his shop. such rules do not

have the force of law. . The o'resident, after signing

the regulations. nee4A't deal with each specific school

aystem or each specific problem.

Judge Rives:

The Commissioner has no greater po4vr than the

Secretary of Kg74.

Mr. Barrett:

The regulations laid duties on the Commissioner.

he must determine whether voluntary desegregation plans

are adequate. The regulations cannot deal with the

specifics of the mechanics of desegregation from year

to year. Congress could not have intended the regulation

to deal with every single detail of every single program

and to have precluded the President from delegating this

job.

Jude Rives:

"hat is the legislative history?

Mr. Barrett:

I •m not atrare of any. We will check this,

believe there is nothing that preclude& the Commissioner

from having a statement of his policies.



Judge Rivest
The Commissioner eau have rules for particular

cases, not of veneral applicability, but I'm not so

sure about whether he cam have such general rules

without Presidential approval.

Mr. Barrett:

It is important to look at the anner in which

the Guidelines developed. Title VI vas oaseed in

July, 1944. In December, 1964, the regulations; were

adopted and approved by the l>resident. The Ouide/ines

came in April of 1965. Comaissioner Hoe, testified

on deposition that 'Awn 110 1 first advised school boards

of the la., and of the regulations a comioa response

Tms the question by the school boards/ "Mutt do %le

have to de?" In order to meet these de:s.ands, the

Commissioner issued the Guidelines. rhe Commissioner

%pas dealing 'pith some 6,000 school systems.

Judge Rives:

The statute does not refer to one rule, regulation,

etc, but to rules, etc. At this point Judge Rives

asked for copies of the regulations to give to the

members of the Court to look at during the apt.

Mr, Barrett:

The lanpage of Section 602 does not say that

an edministrator shall not adopt rules unless signed
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by the ?resident. It is not phased in negative language.

instead. it requires that the administrator adept rules

of general 'applicability. to be aptvroved by the

?resident. This doea not forbid adoption of further

rules without Presidential approval. Theae rules would

not be reolations with the force of law but merely

statements of intention.

Judge Rive*:

There way be some validity to the distinction,

but I'm not convinced yet.

Mr. Merrettt

Just as the courts, under Ittas... 4.11, follo

oast decixions, the Administrator may feel a need to

introduce swe conaistency into his operation.

Judge Rives:

But does:l i t that then Lvecome the 1001

Mr. aarrett:

It is essential for the Comisaioner and the

school systems to hale a guide to mutt the CoLlmissioner

will do.

Judge Rives:

The purpose of the regulations is to let the

ople 'sow what the 1a is that governs thew.



Mr. Barrett:
But ad-ainistrative articulation of what the

CO=631.61111.437112` is going to do ie not final law. Such
articulations leave open another level of questions
of ever more detail. 'Phat the Cm:Aspic:ler does is

open to question in the adainistrative hearings. Thm

fact that he puts down on peper what hi practice is
does :pot make it a regulation with the force of law.

Judge Rives:
The basic question in this case is hor.. far

Brtivn

Hr. Barrett:

The question has been raised as to ohether the
content of the Guidelines conforms with federal law.

As to faculty, Section 604 does not insulate boards

from dealing with racial discrimination and the elimina-
tion of the dual system.

Judge Rives:
One problen with this case is defining cur tiaras..

pmmdoes not use the words "dual system." Dual

system can mean two sets of schools intentionally
desigood for each race, or two sets of schools that

accidently end up with different races in attendance.



Doesgumsay that peo!ae of either race may be

forced to attend a school they don't want to attend?

Mr. Barrett:

I don't use "ideal systeie in the settee of a

system in which children of different races, for

fortuitous circurastances, are in different schools.

But I moan more than a lack of a choice of 'ire to go

to school. The cases that talk about freedom to

choose or the ri4ht to stand equal before the low
Mar more than the right to choose between two

schools, one of which the State has 4...toed for

Negroes and one of which it has designed for -*hits

students.

Judge Rives:

That's not true freedow of choice. But neither

is it free choice to say you must choose to attend

an integrated school. There is a considerable awount

of integration required by free choice. But does

free choice take a back seat to integration?

Mr. Barrett;

The Constitution and Brown do not require
free choice.

Jude RiveSt

The Supreme Court has ruled that faculty de-
aegregatien is a abetter for a hearing. The
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question in each case is whether the circumstances

are such that faculty desegregation is required.

Mr. Barrett:

You don't eliminate discrimination by saying

that you could go to either part of this racially

oriented system. I will discuss this further in the

Lee case with illustrative examoles. The deferAante

argue that the Guideline* require racial balance and

that racial balance is forbidden by the statute.

Judge Rives:

It might *Lao be unconstitutional to require

racial balance. 1 o11.A.nz	 Shan" says that racial

considerations violate due process unless there is a

valid governmental purpose. Perhaps voluntary sew-

nation may at times violate equal protection . this

may be the leaning of the Supreme Court citation of

the Kansas case rapparently referring to Bremn cite

in WIWI. But it may mean that only euforced
segregation is bad. It might be better to integrate,

but the question is what the Constitution requires.
Some Negro and whit* children may Prefer to go to non-
ixed schools. The Court must look to the interests
of all classes. 4y opinion has been in line with
the Bi.fie doctrine.



Mr. Barrett:

' hove been dealing with three concepts. One

is what obligation does the Constitution place on

the State in the operation of its schools. The State

cannot compel segregation. the second is where,

milder no compulsion from federal authority, a state

elects to provide for the achievement of racial

balance. The weight of authority of the Federal Courts

is that the states may do that if they chcome to.

Consistent with the Constitution, the states may

consider race. This is probably the sort of thing

Congress had in mind is the racial balance limitations

in the Civil Rights Act. The third concept is where

there has been enforced segregation and a concomitant

dual system, what should the courts do to correct the

situation. The Court, is wanting relief, may take

race into account. The voter discrimination ca6es

illustrate this fact.
Judge Rives*

There is no question that you can keen statistics
by race. But if you use the govermental process to
require integration, aren't yea encroaching on AE22B?
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Mr. Barrett:

The Court can order the school board to undo

what it has done. This can De ca led "integrating."

Judge Rives:

There is a considerable amount of integration

required to relaove discrimination, but if you zo

further you deprive children of both races of their

rights.

Mr, Barrett:

You don t t have to go beyond that point. we

propose relief within that doctrine.

RECE.3,S

Mr. Satterfield argued on behalf of the defendant

state officials.

Mr. Satterfield:

The questions posed by the Court this .aorning

go to the vitals of these cases. The cardinal iasue

is one of individual freedom fro restrictive federal

action or state action pursuant to federal rules. The

desegregation caws in the Supreae Court sere concerned

with the reAoval of goveLmental reatrictions on the

freedom of children and their parents. No case above



the district court level exce pt the Jefferson County 

case, holds that the Government can destroy the

freedom of children and parents in their choice of

schools. The 8th Circuit decision of December IS,

1967 explains fully the Keigp case. It holds that even

if the students of one race choose to attend one set

of schools and students of the other race choose to

attend the other set, that is rkereitted under the

Constitution.

Judge Johnson:

Do you agree mith Judge Rives' statement that

the Constitution requires integratioe to the extent

necessary to desegregate?

Mt. Satterfield:

I agree, to the extent that that means that

desegregation may entail some "inter-mixing."

Judges Johnson and Rives:

Is some faculty desezregati.se required?

Hr. Satterfield;

the 111....ze case the question vas

for a full evidentiary hearing.

aivest

In some instances faculty desegregation is

required and in others it is not.



Mr. Satterfieldz

If the hearing discloses that free choice

cannot be carried out 'without faculty deselregation,

Bradlnrequires faculty desegregation. If faculty

desegregation is not necessary, agam:does not

require it. The Guidelines go a thousand times

farther than Bradley. Neither the Constitution nor

the Bradley case require a transfer of teachers to

reserve the identifiability of the school.

Judge Johnson:

ls there a duty to remove the affects of past

discrimination?
Mr.tterfield:

Not in the some used by the Coninissioner. There

is a duty to establish a true free choice.

Judge Johnson:

le there a duty to rem we the identifiability of

the schools by race?

Mr. Satterfield:

Not if that identifiability results from the choice

of the students.

Judge Johnson:

Let me give you a specific example. Take George

utshington Carver school in Montgomery where there

are all Negro teachers and all Negro students?
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Mr. Satterfield:

George /3ashington Carver is not identified as

a Negro school. It is permissible to have school A

preferred by white children, school B preferred by

white and Negro children, and school C preferred by

Negroes.

Judas Rives:

How far pack must we go to undo our sins? Must

we Ao back to Africa? Must we undo what was done

before Arown? The principle of equality and of

freedom conflict here. White children are entitled to

the due process of the law. Should the sins of their

parents be visited an them?

Mr. Satterfield:

The Court has put its finger on the problem

that the Guidelines seek to hide. The Guidelines are

based on the premise that two ,trongs make a right.

Judge Johnson:

That begs the question of whether Section 604

forbids faculty desegregation and the question of

whether the Guidelines require racial. balance.

Mr. Satterfield:

AO to the Guidelines they provide that the

systems that want federal aid "must" do certain things.
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Senator Pastore said that all procedures must follow

the regulations; the President must approve them.

Exhibit 1 to the axe deposition and page 29 of the

ilowe deposition are statements by Secretary Gardner

and Commissioner Howe that the Onidelines are of

general applicability. See page 33 of the defendants'

brief.

Judge Johnson:

Section 8.0.4(c)(2) of the regulations requires

the school systems to autait plans for desegregation

which the Commissioner determines are adequate to meet

the purposes of the Act. Doesn't this authorize the

Commissioner to have standards to decide whether the

plan is adequate?

Mr. Satterfield:

The Commissioner cannot do this where Congress

provides that rules must be approved by the President.

The regulation is contrary to law in that respect. The

President cannot redalegate his authority.

Judge Johnson:

Vas it illegal to authorize the Commissioner to

decide whether a school system met the purposes of the

Act?
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Mr. Satterfield:

The regulation is not as full as Congress

intended it to be. Congress did not intend the,

Commissioner to have so much discretion.

Judge Johnson:

I understand your position now.

Judge Rives:

Is it true that the 1966 Guidelines ware not

before the district courts in the Jefferson County 

case?

Mr. Satterfield:

That is correct. The Guidelines destroy the

limitation in Vie Civil Rights Act of 1964. (At this

point kr. Satterfield read parts of his brief]

Commissioner Nova's deposition, the letter about

Walker County, and HEW practice shows that the

Commissioner requires integration to whatever extent

he, in his discretion wants. This is forbidden not

only by the Civil Rights Act but also by the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act, which forbids the

Commissioner to control the assignment of students.

Judge Rives:

What is the connection of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act with the Civil Rights Act?
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Mr. Satterfield:

Commissioner Howe testified that he applies

the Guidelines to programs under the ESEA. The ESEA

is the latest congressional expression of intent

respecting schools and therefore helps us in inter-

preting the Civil Rights Act.

Judge Rives:

Does the Commissioner cut off funds under the

ESEAt

Mr. Satterfield:

Yes.

Judge Johnson:

Does the Constitution permit Congress to

prohibit the Commissioner from holding up funds for

failure to comply with the Constitution?

Mr. Satterfield:

Yea. Commissioner Howe is an administrator

with all of the vices of administrators, as pointed out

by Judge Wisdom in the JWitiLa:2SelLiit opinion. On

November 3, 1966 Congress added to the Elementary am*
Secondary Education Act limitation, "or to require

the assignaaat or transportation of students or
teachers in order to achieve racial balance."

Judge Rives:

Congress ray assume that state officers will
follow the Constitution.
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Judge Johnson,
Do you attach significance to "in order to

achieve racial balance." Would the CoMMissioner have

the right to require racial balance in order to eliminate

discrimination?

Mr. Satterfield:

Note the definition of desegregation in the

Civil Rights Act • it does not mean overcoming racial

imbalance.

Judge Johnson:

We all agree that Congress did mot and could not

grant the Commissioner power to order the assignment

against their will of children in order to achieve

racial balance. But that does not answer my question.

Could the Commissioner order the reassignment of

teachers where he finds they have been assigned in

order to discriminate? True freedom of choice

conveys to me a school where there is a mixed school.

Mr. Satterfield:

U.

Judge Johnson:

What can the Commissioner do to require

desegregation?
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Mr. Satterfield:

Me can require true free choice.

Judge Pittman:
Don't the courts have an affirmative obliga-

tion to disestablish segregation of pupils and faculty?
Shouldn't they disestablish schools the continuation

of which makes free choice impossible?

Mr . Satterfield:
The courts could not do so. This would deprive

students end teachers of free choice.

Judge Pittman:

Can you conceive of any situation calling for

the disestablishment of a segregated school in a free

choice system?

Mr. Satterfield:

I cannot think of on*.

Jodge Pittman:

lea s t it .mandatory action against the white

school ehildren to transfer one Negro child to the

white school?

Mr. Satterfield:
ate.



Judge Rives:

Isn't there a similarity between the jobs of

the Commissioner and of the courts? Can't the

Commissioner require whet the courts can require?

NOON RECESS

mr. Satterfield:

At 110 Congressional Record. page 212k6

Congressman Lindsey was discussing the Lindsey

Amendment requiring Presidential approval of regulations.

Mr. Lindsey said the Section was designed to require

that all regulations under Section 602 be approved by

the President. As to what steps are required to

alleviate past discrimination, before Brown segregation

was legal. A 1997 decision by Judge Rives says that

the Constitution does not forbid voluntary segregation.

In 19St Cohen v. Public Housing Authortty also supports

voluntary segregation. Also sae Lcy.szu. and the

Braille7 case in the Fourth Circuit. But the Guidelines

reserved to the Commissioner the discretion to do

whatever he wants, in twelve different sections. The

Guideline are designed to destroy freedom of choice

plans. Section 181.1 of the Guidelines allowing the

Commissioner to require another type plan is the most
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significant provision designed to destroy free choice.

The 8th Circuit said that yearly mandatory choice is

not required by the Constitution.

State officials should be allowed to express

their opinion. A Supreme Court decision of January 23,

1967 reaffirms the free speech of state officials

[referring to Mew York loyalty oathouaiel. a-446 is

very carefully drawn. It applies solely to the 1966

Guidelines and to assurances thereunder.

Judge Rives:

Do you agree with the Government that the first

question is the validity of the Guidelines? If valid,

the question is whether the supremacy clause invalidates

H-4467

Mr. Satterfield:

Yes.

Judge Johnson=

What purpose did the anti-Guidelines bill, have?

Mr. Satterfield:

To make up funds lost under the Guidelines.
Judge Johneon:

Then why declare the Guidelines invalid?
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Mr. Satterfield:

Because that la the basis for making up funds.

Judge Rives:

Didn't the Act serve the political purpose of

declaring the opinion of the Legislature?

Mr. Satterfield:

MO.

Judge Johnson:

Wasn't the purpose of the Act to place the

Legislature between the school board and the Guidelines?

Mr. Satterfield:

Yes, to the extent that the boards lose fw4&.

The first act of the State of Alabama against the

Guidelines was to file the Bessemer suit attempting to

obtain an adjudication.

Judge Rives:

If we were to assume that the real purpose was

to put the Legislature and the Governor on record against

the Guidelines would an injunction be justified?

Mr. Satterfield:

Ao. That would violate their right of free

speech,

Judge Rives:

Isn't pressure brought pursuant to H-446 a

different matter?
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Mr. Satterfield:

Yes.

The Jefferson CRunty case is not binding for

the reasons cited in the brief.

Judge Gror)ms:

Waa there no evidence at all in the Jefferson

Couglicase respecting the 1966 Guidelines?

Mr. Satterfield:

None at all.

Judge Rives:

Under Rule 25-A of the Rules of Practice of the

5th Circuit an en bane court is necessary to overrule a

5th circuit decision.

Next Nartin Ray argued on behalf of the Tuscaloosa

City and County Boards of Education.

Mr. Ray:

There its no evidence at all in the record

against the Tuscaloosa County or City Boards. Both

systems receive federal funds. Neither system followed

the Quidelines precisely. The boards followed their

constitutional duty. The boards cannot operate

without state funds. They are helped by federal funds.

Mr. Ray cited the desegregation figures in the affidavit.

H-446 had no effect on the school boards.
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Rgputpl by Miss Franklin 
Miss Franklin:

The record shows numerous contacts by state

officials with the Tuscaloosa hoards.

Ths crucial problem in this case is the attempt

to use freedom of choice to defeat constitutional rights.

No court has said free choice was a constitutional right.

The compulsory education law itself infringes on free

choice.

Judge Pittman:

Do you say that schools have to be mixed?

Miss Franklin:

No. Brown posits the right to equal education

and then says segregation violates it. We shouldn't

look at the Guidelines and ask whether they violate

free choice. Instead one should ask whether the Guidelines

promote equal opportunity.

Rebuttal 	r-r"
Mr. Barrett:

Free speech is not involved here. The pressure

in the record gives the Act its meaning. A year before
the Act the defendants attempted to discourage 12-grade
desegregation. This makes clear that what is sought
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by H-446 is to prevent the carrying out of 1141-B

agreements that had already been signed.

Judge Rives:
If the Guidelines were invalid couldn't the

Legislature have enacted H-44.6?

Mr. 3arretts

No. It is for the courts to decide Whether

the :1-44G is invalid.

Contrary to the impression Hr. Satterfield rimy

have given, the Commissioner does not review court

orders to see that they meet the requirements of the

He reviews them to pee whether they are

final orders for the desegregation of the school symtel6

With respect to the Walker County example, the

Commissioner could couclude that the maintenance of

the schools which he recommended to be discontinued

mots discriminatory. This shows that the real thrust

of the defendant's argument is that the CosNissianar is

not free to eliminate dieeriminetion where it will CSAIR

integration. The Guidelines are design rd to make the

choice free.



Macon. Count' 	 rd of Educe ion

Henry Aronson argued on behalf of the plaintiffs.

Mr. Aronson:

In its JUly 1964 Order, this Court made three

findings of fact that axe relevant today. One, it

found the State Board of Education controls education

in the. State. Second, it found that the State Board

of &ducation had an official policy of ziegregation.

Third, the Court found that the State Board had

implemented its policy of segregation through its

powers of control. The record in this case shows the

continuation of that policy to the present time. The

legal conclusions this Court draw in 1964 were that the

distribution of public. funds to support sezregstion

s illegal end that the defendant* had the duty to

use their power to disestablish the dual system.

Judge Rive*:

Did %v. say "dual system"?

Mr. Aronson:

No, "Discrimination" is the word. With riespeet

to free choice, in gefteral there was no free choice

in schools in the United States before 1954 with the
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possible exceptions of Baltimore and Philadelphia.

We were all assigned to the school nearest us.

Judge Rives:

I went to the school nearest me 60 years ago.

Mr. Arm:teem

rvery school in Alabama has been built under

racial considerations.

Judge Rives:

There could be some Negro schools that were

previously white schools in Alabaraa.

Hr. Aronson:

Fven today every school in built for whites or

for Negroes in Alabama. Free choice is not a consti.

tutional. right. There is no right to associate with

students only of your own race.

Judge Rivess

The freedom of association point ha. bothered

Ise considerably. [Judge Rives cited theal..2Lcase

in the Wale District of Alaballa 142 F. Stipp. 707,715

(the Montgarry bus decision). Jude Johnson said we

may have been guilty of dictum in that case. Judge

Rives also cited another Montgomery cage at 277

F. lad 364,369.1
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Mr, Pa04140ftt

I disagree. Let mo give you a. hypothetical.

All Negro children choose Negro schools and all the

teachers at those schools are Negroes. All the white

children choose white schools aad all the teachers

there are white. The, school board followed all the

procedures in the choice plan. 7Afe think this is

nevertheless not a desegregated system. it is not

free of discrimination. The free choice did not work.

The Alabama Legislature expressed its opinion of

free choice in X61 of Title 52 of the Alabama Code.

The second ikskela , opinion also shows that free

choice is not an ultimate goal.

Judge Rives:

Was that dictum?

Nx. Aronson:

No. Free choice does not worm.

Judge Rives:

$41-lat does ''work" meant Its meaning depends on

what your goal is. If your goal is to mix, it doesn't

work. out if the goal is to re ,s discrimination

and to treat everyone alike the question is different.



Mr. Aronson:

When is discrimination removed? The schools

in Alabama are unequal, they are racially located,
they are au/minimal, they offer unequal course offerings,
they are located in poor facilities.
Judge Rives:

I agree. These are unconstitutional-
Judge Johnson:

You think there cannot be free choice without

removal of past discrimination?

4r. Aronson:

Yes. White children do not choose formerly Negro

schools. Free choice will not destroy what the State

has, already done. it will not destroy the dual

structure.

Judge Grooms:

You want racial balance? What its your plan?

Mr. Aremson:

Our proposed decree would order that the state

could no Longer further segregation. It would provide

for the school systems to adopt the Jefferson CoaRty

proposed plan.



Juilge Johnson:

Didn't we basically enter the same sort of

decree in Macon County in 1964?

Mr. Aronson:

Yes. In addition our decree would require the

State to resurvey the schools, to abandon forthwith

all those schools that are designated "to be abandoned,"

to assign the children to the reelaining schools whore

such schools are available. No new building could be

built without first having a non-racial. survey. This

would be done by the State and not by the court. There

could be no State approval without deciding that the

building would be non-racial, but that does not neces-

sarily mean that the school would be integrated. The

State should undo the pest effects of racial decisions.

Judge Groomes

You want forced integration?

Mr. Aronson:

Yes. That is the only way to end years of

segregation; there is no middle ground.

Judge Rives:
In constructing schools, should you put the*

on the boundary lines betiMan the racial groups?
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fs Aronson?
there are alternatives, that alternative.

should be chosen. But if it in not educationally

feasible then it should not be. done.

judge Rives:

Do you agree with the repudiation in the Clark

case of the "dajure-defactom distinction?
Mr. Aronson:

Mere is a legitimate constitutional distinction
but we need not reach it in this ease.
Judge Rives:

Do you think race should be a factor where it
onuses more mixing but not a factor where it causes
less mixing?

Hr. Aronsont

Race need always be considered in /situations
having repercussions in placing children inschools.
Judge Grooms:

Won't there be segregation if you use only
geography?

Mr, Aronson,:
We should take a mecond Look at what we consider

the neighborhood to be. A school /ot►ted in the middle
of a Negro area is not necessarily located in the middle

of the neighborhood.
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Judge Grooms:

Uo student should be deprived of attendance

at a particular school because of his race.

Ar. Aronson:

In rural areas geography would result in mixed

schools. Few urban areas are involved in this case.

The location of a school influences the choice:

Judge Rives/

The use of racial dot maps in the school surveys

was as wrong as it could be.

Mr. Aronsont

The comedy must reach that unconstitutional

wrong. State action made a school Negro and it would

take state action to undo it.

Judge Rives:

What do you propose that we do with George

Washington Carver school?

Mr. Aronsout

Start with faculty desegregation. The Dowell

cast ahem one way of doing that * You needn't follow

the Guidelines, they are only taagentially connected

with the ee case.

Judge Rivest

Wasn't their connection just as tangential in
the Jefferson County case?
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Mr. Aronson:
In addition to faculty desegregation the State

can equalise the facilities * dimovegate athletics
and other functions, and, if George Washington Carver

is "to be ohs Boned" and there is capacity for the
students in other schools it should be abandoned.
If there are fewer than 525 Negro students in the
system no expansion of the school should be allowed.
Judge Rivas;

Could the state superintendent close the school?
Judge Grooms:

The Alabama Supreme Court has held to the
contrary. Aren't we bound by the Alabama Supreme
Court?
M. Aronson:

In the voting cases the court has often ordered
that state law not be followed. NA that need not
necessarily be done here. The state superintendent
could tell the court when local system refuses to

follow his recommendation. The court could bring the
recalcitrant school system before it. Or the
superintendent could refuse to dispense funds.
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Judge Rives:
Our prior decree was general. Ws can get

ere specific. But it is hard to see what more we

can do than stop the State troll becoming a party

to discrimination. Perhaps we could go so far as to
cut off funds. But I am not sure we should do that

without having looal boards before us. Shouldn't we

give the local boards their day in. court. Maybe we

could. make them parties.

Mr. Aronson:

Ho one has taken any desegregation steps in

Alai:emu that they didn't have to take. Something must

be done to force desegregation. Out decree attempts

to set out with particularity wIlat the state board

should do. Other problems that our proposed decree

deal* with are inequality and transfers into aad out

of systems.

Mr. Barrett argued on behalf of the United. States.

Mr. Pies took notes on this portion of the argument

and IA haying them transcribed separately. After

Mt, Darrett, Maury Smith argued on behalf of the

defendants.



Mr. Smith:

The interference alleged to have been fitted

by the defendants since L964 differs greatly from the

interference which this Court found they had engaged

in before 1964. Their past actions included cloning

schools, the use of state troopers, transferring

teechers, and ordering students transferred. But

every incident of alleged interference before the Court

today is directly and solely related to the implementation

of the Guidelines in Alabama. There has been no

interference with any court order.

Judge Johnson:

i.low about interference with faculty desegregation?

Mr. Smith:

The Court deferred faculty desegregation for a

year. The Guidelines required more than the Court did.

Judge Rivas

How do you emplain the state survey proposals?

Mr. Smith:

The state superintendent cannot require the

local *aster to locate a school in any particular

place. ?acuity desegregation is not necessarily

required. You have to see whether it influences the

children's choice.
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Judge Johnson:

llow would you prove whether it influences

the children's choice or not.

Mr. Smith:

Through testimony by the children.

Judge Rives,

We shouldn't need that. The Court is entitled

to use its cenuon sense. Free choice is not the only

method to eliminate discrimination. You can use the

Princeton Plan for example.

Judge Johnson:

The burden La on the school board to show that

free choice will work. Neighborhood schools are the

ideal situation. The courts have gotten into trouble

trying to live with free choice plena. Maybe that is

where Judge Wisdom got into trouble.

Judge Rivest

Judge Wisdom may have aeant that if the free

choice plan does not work another plan must be adopted.

Judie Johnson:

In Hontgooery„ for example, you could send grades

1-7 to Booker T. Washington and grades 3-12 to Lanier.

The alternative is to make the free choice plan work.
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Judge Grooms:

1 was reversed in the Faisf,leld case on an

issue I didn't try - the Guidelines.

Mr. Smith:

The defendants had a right to dissent and to

disagree with the Guidelines. The pressure that the

state applied to local systems was required to balance

the more extensive pressure exerted by the offiee of

Education. The United States' proposed decree adds

nothing to the 1964 decree.

Mr. Maddox then argued on behalf of the defendants.

His argument touched on the invalidity of the ratifi-

cation of the 14th Amendment, the validity or invalidity

of the 4reyn decision, and the feet that there is no

evidence in this case of any indtviduel claiming that

he is being discriminated against. Mr. Maddox also

mentioned the requirements for a written complaint.

Mr. Gray gave a rebuttal argument on behalf of the

plaintiffs. He pointed out that on page 10 of the
mimeographed copy of this Court's opinion in July 1964

the Court uses the term dual system. He urged that

this case be promptly decided without waiting for the

afIREE-M.222.11LE opinion
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